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One of the most important task of present-day
nuclear, technology is to ensure the safety of
operation of reactor pressure vessels. The crack-dnitiation approach and the crack-arrest approach
are the two techniques nowadays nost often used
for evaluating the safety of pressure vessels.
The former is based on the methods of Linear
Elastic Fracture Mechanics and Fracture Toughness,
while the Fracture Analysis Diagram and the Crack
Arrest Temperature underlie the latter.
Hy introducing some formalism and the dnified
temperature (2R)t this paper tries to formally
unify both the approaches mentioned above. Experimen
tal data suggest using the ilil Ductility Temperatu
re as a reference temperature for both approaches.
Using the theoretical background of linear clastic
fracture mechanics it is possible to construct
the Defect Analysis Diagram which summarizes the
dependencies of critical sizes of .:lawe. The depen
dence on the crack arrest temperature is also
induded, which seems to be highly advantageous.
Moreover, after extending the principles of
Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanice to cover the
elasto-plastic failure, this diagram may be r.iade
applicable also in other regions.
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One of the -last important requirements imposed
on contemporary design and operation of nuclear
power plants is to ensure operational safety of
nuclear devices. Eiis concerns nainly their
pressurised couponento including pressure vessel*
In the case of ru-oasure vessels, these rnust le fully
cafe, 1. с no reference failure nay lead to a lose
of its integrity. Consequently, every effort is <o
be taken process of design, manufacture and operation
to avoid av.y possibility of failuret Sudden Lrittle fchr*.
ie co::.c:idorcci ac tne- vioct dangerous.
rrecjjuro vesuel safety analysis is pex'i'omed
iii coi.for. .-.ity \;±V.i standards of nation-wide validity
haaed on the theory of fracture nechanicc. Tiic
contriLut'ou presented hereinafter analyses this
natter or. the ťaciéo of two different approaches
- the initiation and arrest of hrittle flecture.
In addition, а солрагхсоп and ferial unification
of loth approaches is given, and their incorporation
into the "defect Analysis Diasrar. (DAD)" is descriLCd*

1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUi;P OF Ш Д Р Ю Л Т Ю . ;
The analysis of pressure vessel safety necessitates
to know, during toth stationary and non-stationary
nodes throughout the whole operation, the values of
!
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, which are described at aone length
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(1)

where L x

С

represents a chose:» para.ater of fracture
mechanics (e. r> the stress intensity
factor, K-j-; crack openii:;j displacenent,
в" ; value of J-inierral, J-j-; further
parameters are not excluded),
(compliance factor) characterises the
georietry of loth the flav/ and the body
under investigation,

о • • is stress tensor in the location of the
i'lov., and
a

represents a charccteristic dimension of
flaw.

'iMie eocoiiu value, l>r<" , :av ie o^re-scd in tne
follouii";,". tcr L
Ъ^

я ,; ( ;, ::it

(2)
;:.., r,

i, i, ., J£ , Ф, L-G-l, ...

whore L," is closer, characteristic pararietor oi' the
:r.Qtcrial (е. г. fracture touoiujece, .,-.;i;
critical crach opcnir.ij lispiacoi.ei.t, 6"c;
critical value of J-inte^ral; and рои и 1 1
further i teras),
•;

characterizes the 'iaterial, itr; :l.crostructure, etc.,

x

denote the coordinates ir. the material
under tec tint; (the \iay depend, e. c«>
on the thickness, location in the v/eld,
ingot, etc.),

::

;

denote the orientation of the crack ir.
tested material (e. g. in relation to
the surface, etc.),

T

Is testing (operating) temperature,

£

is strain-rate during the test,

t

It
and L г
only on
also on

is time counted from starting the
operation and characterises the
material as a consequence of damage in
the course od the operation; this
degradation is due to thermal ageing
(T), strain ageingfat),radiation
ageing Ф , low-cycle damage (b-C-F),
etc.

should be token into account that both L
аго pseudo-vectors, because they depend not
the coordinate in the tody or material, hut
the coordination of the crack*

£afe operation requires that
1 ^ 2 _? . L 1 ,

(3)

J being linear operator of the safety coefficient»
Its value is eelected according to the degree of
knowledge of fracture mechanics (or of ite characteristic factor which has teen used), adopted techniques of operational inspections and, finally, on the
accuracy of determining the operational or transient
(ir> other words, it requires to know the tensor
6\, (t)).
The operator f pay he usually expressed as
V

^^~F
x

лСЛТр+

for approach based on K JC
(4)
for approach based on CAT.

Owing to the character of the change of material
characteristic parameter, L„ , due to operation (damage is usually reflected by transformation of tenperature dependence of this curve consisting in its
shifting towards higher values), the influence of

operational damage may be formally expressed a e
b c i (t,T) ш / . L c i (t-0, T) - L c i (t-O.T-ZV^)

(5)

where X ie the linear operator of operational damage
and is reflected in the practice by shifting the
original dependence L c - T by a value of £{лЧЛ
лТ
characterizes the shift of transition temperature
induced by the j-th manner of ageing or damaging
(temperature-induced ageing, strain induced ageing,
etc.).
Historically, and taken also into account the
state-of-the-art in the domain of fracture mechanics
as well as its application to pressure vessel technology,
two approaches (i.e. selection of characteristic
parameters L and L x ) underlie present-day-philosophy of pressure vessel safety, namely
- the temperature approach, characterized in the
first place by the Crack Arrest Temperature (CAT),
and sometimes also by the Nil Ductility Temperatu
re (КВТ), and
- the stress approach, where plane strain fracture
toughness, Kjg, is of the utmost importance.
Further approaches, namely the strain approach
(based on the critical crack opening displacement,
and the energy one (based on J I C ) are not sufficien
tly mastered).
Historically most often used and in standards
/1/ incorporated is the approach based on the Crack
Arrest Temperature and the Fracture Analysis Diagram,
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It should be added that this approach is somewhat
more conservative, which, on the other hand, may
be an asset in considering a higher danger of initia
ting and propagating a brittle fracture in gas-coo1-ed reactors (as e*g. in Czechoslovak Л-l reactor)
due to a high amount of energy accumulated in
gaseous coolant. Practically, this approach neglects
the conditions underlying the initiation of damage,
i.e. the existence or the growth of flaws, and ie
based on finding such a temperature, at which
(under given stress) the brittle crack arrests. If
that

the operational tenperature is higher than so obtai
ned, no catastrophic failure (explosion) of the
pressure vessel can occure; the failure nay be only
reflected as a leakage restating fron subcritical
fatigue-type growth of the flaw. The following rela
tion underlies the temperature approach
T

operat ^

C A i (t

»

ď)

c C A T (t=0
-:• /i'Ug.

T

* ď'

+
+

2L'(^a?5,daciage) +
4rj.\.t

(6)

+ denoting the working temperature of the
equipnent,

CAT (teO, 6)

CAT (t,
žá1?*»

ff)

-'jj t':o initial crack arrest tenperatu
re detoruined on niaterial of given
thickness under given stress,
is the crack arrest temperature after
operating period t,

danage is the summation of this change caused
Ъу .reactor operation (eq-5), i«e. CAT,

dTp

ча l;..o icxety coeficient (reflecting
transients etc.),

ATS

Ifj the '!ЛТ increase owing to the accumu
lated energy (see, e.g. / 2 / ) .
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The second approach is based on the linear
elastic fracture mechanice, offers (against the
former) an advantage of a lesser conservatism,
for it deals in the first place with the conditions
underlying the initiation of brittle fracture.
Another advantage consists in the possibility of
determining the critical else of flaw in the material
under consideration. It requires, however, to carry
out also in-service inspections with the aim of
ascertaining the flaws in the pressure vessel materi
al. The program with test surveillance specimens,
intended for determining АЧ^ , is to he performed
in conduction with an expensive and demanding pro
gram of in-service defectoscopic inspections* These
Inspections may he also done after reactor shut-down.
Though, it can in some case markedly enhance the
safety and reliability of the reactor. This approach
underlies some standards /3/, sometimes in combina
tion with M l Ductility Temperature.
Generally.
KIC

- J.

€.

(%\)1/2

(7)

where <** (the compliance factor) reflects the geometry
of both 'jiie flaw and body,
в represents design stress in the point in
question,
a c is critical size of the flaw.
It should be taken into consideration that the
static fracture toughness, K I C , depends in the first
place on the state of the material and the testing
temperature* In conformity with (5), the operation-induced changes may be expressed in the following terms

KjC

( t 2 0,I) - K I C (t-Ot Т - 2 3 « г ^

"Vdamage

(8)

^ Р ^ 8 6 1 1 * 8 « » amount o f Л1" o ř the
X j C - T curve resulting from the
operation, or, in other way лЧ!г •

He
The knowledge of Л ? * ^аП1йе:е enables then to
find the value of fracture toughness in the tine
instant involved, and so to find the critical size vf
the flaw. It is also possible to proceed vice-versa,
and to decide on the basis of results obtained
during the in-service operational inspection,
whether found flaws uay be tolerated or not. Using
this approach enables to avoid any damage of the
vessel, so that even small leakages may be preven
ted. This, of course, requires to know well the
field of stresses in any tine instant, with the
transients playing the nost important role.

2. KJIPIED Р А П А Ж Б К
Comparing of both approaches shows that they
resemble each other in having a common parameter
consfettng in the change of characteristic temperatu
re, i.e. either
zH^i*
7L\fiu

taaazo)
damage)

f o r the С л т a

f o r the K

PP r o a c h »

and

IC 4»'*°**.

Froia the viewpoint of feasibility (this con
cerns nainly the operations with specimens),
accurate application of loth approaches involves
problems, i.e. whether
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дСАТ шЩ^9

danafíe)

-

л \

daaage) "

^К

О)

and
" % , с •?№},

;и

>

where /JTr- is the change of transition temperature
caused usually Ъу daraan'--iC "^ле notorial
in the course of operation and dote rai
ned Ъу a notch touclmei:.. test ucii:;j
Chai*py-V specimens,.
If the relations (9) and (10) are valid, ti.ei:
it is possible to write
JOLT

.

4? ICic

-

Ž T H j , .-„

ад,)

-•

There is lack of data to ver'-iV ť..e valid." t;of equation (11), this being so clue to tlio C.:;'.c.;ities involved in irradiating the ie:.;t с;ес'...олг. о"
heavy thickness and dimensions, or ir. песо plJc .';; •
strain ageing and other ageing acco ,n 'cd v/ t".
о sulcequent testing to find CAT, '.!:.c val'd.tj oil*
the above equation has teen suppo:*tod lato?-;/ \;j t.,c
test carried out in the franewor!- o? a o. o c.-:tonoive
program of testing for the pressure voceel O:? ti.o
Czechoslovak A-l nuclear power station /4/» lieoe
tests have been accomplished by Г.'-'О л c:i*: , l.aclea
iov/er riant Division, In addition, 'V.41ior ou.r/.or~
ting findings have been also obtai: с i i/, tic ?.'C. ,0v/ork of Heavy Section Cteel Techj olo:;„' .„'го-га.
(':•;/?") /5/, It, should be also tavo : i-to rccoit tic
validity of equation (11) is not evldo: t at first
sight, for it involves several tyvr/ 0." toatn ^/: li
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specimen* baring different dimensions (including
thickness)| moreover, tne rates of loading also
differ ( л CAT and д? к being determined by means
of dynamic Meeting» while дТ~ пае been obtained
by static testing). Nevertheless, all the analyses
take the validity of relation (11) as granted and
the seme is valid for planning and executing the
programs óf testing and periodic inspections*
It is seen, therefore, that both the approaches
have an important and common parameter, the change
of the characteristic temperature, on which depend
both fundamental parameters of fracture mechanics
- the eraok arrest temperature and fracture toughness.
This reasoning would suggest as suitable to
find a similar common relation not onJy for the
change of the characteristic temperature, but directly for the characteristic temperature.

2.1* Crack Arrest Temperature
Searching for a characteristic temperature which
could be used in comparing both approaches, should
be more simple, because the temperature is expressed
in an explicit fashion,
A number of dependencies between CAT and &
have been determined for different steels on specimens with a thlokness ranging between 120 and 200 nm
in the sourse of папу years in the ŠKCDA V/ORKC.
The test have been accomplished on the ZZ 8000 teeting machine (maximum force 80 Ш ) using the ESSO
technique to find the crack arrest temperature.
Tested steels for pressure vessels are presented

-12-

in table 1. The comparison suggests that tor a
suitable shift, a Rifled CA3-T dopsndanos may be
obtained for all types of steels. In doing ao It
is neoeeaary to transform the curves lot» the
coordinates
m T - HOT

(12)

OAT H m CAT - HOT,

(13),

TR
and, similarly

T B denoting a unified temperature» and HDf standing
for HI1 Ductility Temperature*
Using this diagram (it la shown la fig. 1)
it ia then possible to determine the creek arrest
temperature for all types of used steels, indepen
dently on initial value of HOT. Hie diagram in*
eorporates also the results obtained in the frame
work of HSSTP with the ASTH steel A 533-B. Л е в е
results have been found by the lynamle Tear lasts*
In spite of this, they are in oonfoxnity with the
general trend*
Furthermore, the diagram shows that the differen
ce РТЕ (Fracture Transition Elastic) - IDT depende
on the type of the material (aee the arrows at the
coordinate T R ) . Is addition, for steels of mediím
strength (which is the ease of most steels), it is
higher than that suggested by Pallia!, i.e. 66 °0
(120 °F)* This difference ranges between + 64 sad
+ 92 °C, with the only exception of steel ČSH 130ЭО
(type ASTtf A 212-B) which is in the region originally
proposed, i.e. + 4 2 °0« It should be of course
mentioned that this steel ranks among those with
a low yield point* Similarly as the relation between
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OAT and T R , this dependence is practically
linear and is presented in fig. 2.
This comparison suggests that increasing
the yield point of the material (and thereby
also of the design stress) increases also the
difference FTE-HDT, and* beyond this, that
this difference is to he taken into account
when formulating the relation (6) for the OAT
approach: this value determines the value of
the afy factor» which characterises the coeffi
cient of safety. It therefore implies that the
selection of the value + 30 °C has been justi
fied only in the case of steel» with low yield
point (steel ČSN 13030), but not for steels
of medium strength (as e.g. ASTM A 543)»

2.2» Fracture ffiughness
Comparison of a large volume of results
obtained from fracture toughness tests (static- К-до, dynamic - K I D and poeeibly also arrest ~ &гд) suggests that also in this case the nil
Ductility Temperature may be taken as the
characteristic value /3/* Por calculating the
critical states of pressure vessels it is
recommended to take the so called reference
value of fracture toughness• K j R , which is
the lowest of all the results obtained and should
be practically equal to the values of % . .
The following relation is given
Kj R o Kjjm 29.37+1.223 eaEp^0.026l(T.ITDT+110)/ i

LlWa.m1'2]

(14)
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which, after combining with (12), may be expressed as
K

IR" K IA e 25.37+1.223 exp £0.0261 (TR+110)/ ^/ТЯа.т^У
(15)

The possibility of using the same charesteris
tic temperature (TR) for both approaches enables to
use this temperature as a unified parameter.

3. THE DEFECT ABA1YSIS DIAGRATJ - DAD
Introducing a unified characteristic parameter
(T R ) for both approaches nakes it possible to get
a relation tetween both parameters (K™ and CAT)
of the naterial. The following two dependencies
may be obtained (CATR-TR, Kj R -T R ) and, by combining
them, it is also possible to find the dependence
between K I R and CAT R . This is made possible by the
fact that both are related to one common temperatu
re (T R ), practically independently on initial pro
perties of the material (i.e.on HDT).
Taking advantage of the relations of linear
elastic fracture mechanics era. с., .-»:•• to construct for
various values of fracture toughness (K*,;) the
dependence between flaw size (a ) and stress (6*).
Fig. 3 presents a general diagram of this type in
log-log coordinates. Linear elastic fracture
mechanics is valid in region n E", elaeto-plastic
mechanics is denoted as "E + P". As usual, the
following limiting relations are made use of:
2
An
a, E > 2.5 /
\
(16)

"E + Г"

:

а, В > 1.0

1Л

(17)

15

The curves corresponding to equal values of
fracture toughness (Kj R ) are limited from above
by the ultimate strength of material.
The relatione important for calculation are
accurately valid only in the region "B" «here plane strain condition occurs* For higher stresses - i . e . in regions "B + P" or "P" they hold true
only approximately and the critical fracture
stresses seem to he somewhat underestimated • As
a consequence, the calculated results are more
conservative.
The diagram also presents the dependence
CAT R - T R , which enables to evaluate directly
from the diagram whether a crack (originating
from a critical flaw) will propagate further:
if the temperature T R in the given point is below
CAT R , then the crack will continue growing, otherwise it arrests. Broken line indicates in fig. 3
the boundaries of both regione. As distinct from
others, this dependence is not linear» for the
dependence K I R - T_ is not such.
This Defect Analysis Diagram may serve for
evaluating the safety od pressure vessels both
prior to and during operation» because for the
TOT may be Inserted (into the unified temperature
T R ) both starting data, and data corresponding
to some time of operation.
On the basis of fig. 3 it ie also possible
to decide whether the sises of flaws are critical
and whether (under a given temperature) a crack
nay he arrested or will propagate fu*h#r la a
brittle manner. In the region where the linear
elastic fracture mechsnioe ie not valid, this
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diagram offers a higher safety.
Practical use of the diagram necessitates
its precise construction for e.g. surface flaws
(considered as most dangerous) of a given confi
guration (e.g. a : 2 с a 1 : 5) and for a given
thickness of pressure vessel wall. In conformity
with /3/ it is necessary to do a correction for
the effect of the other surface, therefore the
dependence 6 - a c (for constant K ^ ) is no more
linear for Increasing a . Pig. 4 demonstrates an
application of the Defect Analysis Diagram for
a pressure vessel wall with a thickness of 200 nm
and steel 15Ch2MPA (yield strength 600 MPa, ulti
mate tensile strength 700 LD?a). The calculation has
been carried out for semielliptical surface flaws
with a:2c » 1 : 5. It ia seen that the region of
design stresses occurs in the region of failure
"E + P" or, another way, in the region of higher
safety (in comparison with direct calculation).
It should he also mentioned that the boundaries of the
region "Arrest - Hon - Arrest*' are situated in the
range of very low fracture toughness (practically
below 75 MPa.m ' , i.e. at temperatures below
T H «'NOT + 50 °C). This implies that above the
value of UDÍ + 50 °C no catastrophic fracture car.
occur even in the presence of large flawed because
the properties of the material ensure arresting
of the brittle crackAn additional advantage of the Defect Analysis Diagram consists in the fact that it is practically independent on the material; material
manifests itself only by the values of yield
strength and ultimate teotiiy strength and by the
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regione of validity of linear elaetio fracture
mechanics. Concerning all other parameters the
diagram is the same for all steels.
The diagram, as shown in fig. 3 or 4, may
a.(ao reflect desired values of the safety coeffi
cient. This may he done either in the form of
F 2 or ACAT K by shifting the scale of stress
or temperature C1T R by the needed amount. Both
these transformations have been found to lead
to the same effect (in dependence dn their absolu
te value).

Д. С011СЪи31(Ш5
Шгеп analysing the safety of pressure vessels
from the viewpoint of brittle fracture it is
possVble, by Introducing a formalism therein, to
establish at least a formal linking of the two
most important approaches of the fracture mecha
nics - that of Crack Arrest Temperature and that
of Fracture Toughness. Application of this method
to other approaches, subjeot to their being
sufficiently mastered calculationally (J-integrel,
equivalent energy, critical crack opening displa
cement) is not excluded.
Formal unification is possible after intro
ducing a unified parameter (the unified tempera
ture Тд), in which case the Nil Ductility Tempera
ture is used as referenoe temperature. Transfor
ming the temperature dependencies of Щ„ and
CAT according to this temperature (T R ) enables
to construct the Defect Analysis Diagram which
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icorporates critical sizes of flaws, crack arrest
temperatures, and also the regions of validity
of linear elastic fracture mechanics and regions
of crack arresting.
She Defect Analysis Diagram can be extended
to be applicable for determining not only critical,
but also permissible sizes of flaws by introducing
adequate safety factors concerning both fracture
toughness and crack arrest temperature. In both
cases, this coefficient of safety may be transformed into the unified temperature, T R (by its lowering by the factor of safety).
The Defect Analysis Diagram proves itself
to be useful not only in designing pressure vessels,
but also in evaluating the pre-operational and
operational inspections (irrespective of whether
the results of defectoscopic inspection or of
the tests of surveillance specimens are involved).
The diagram may be also modified into such
a form as to express the assumed growth of critical flaws during planned operational modes. In
this way it may be also used for predicting the
lifetime of pressure vessels- Moreover, its applicability does not concern only pressure vessels - generally speaking, it enhances any structure
with heavier thickness where, at least in a certain region, the validity of linear elastic fracture mechanics nay be ensured. Extending the validity of fracture mechanics into non-linear, elasto-plactic region, will make it possible to use
the diagram also for higher operating temperatures
or for heavier thickness of the material where
the conditions of linear elastic fracture mechanics
are not adhered to*
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Table

1.

Dependence of the difference FTE-IIDT on the
yield point od steel.

Steel

РТБ-1П)Т

/°C/

yield strength
/riPa/

ČSIT 13030

+ 42

260

A-2

+ 64

420

15Ch2MFA (1)

+ 67

440

15Ch2MPA (2)

+ 78

510

ASTÍ.I A 533-B

+ 80

520

АГ.ТГЯ A 543

+ 92

610
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